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Chapter 301 In
this class, Ji Yun was absent-minded. If I don’t find Yue Feng again, I will drop two more
dans tomorrow, and I will become a second-tier martial artist.
At this moment, Ji Yun felt anxious.
After one class was over, she quickly returned to the office and couldn’t wait to call Yue
Feng.
However, after calling for a long time, no one answered.
…
The First Hospital of Donghai City.
At the door of the operating room, Yue Feng’s face was full of anxiety. His eyes were
bloodshot, and he kept walking back and forth in front of the door.
After sending Liu Xuan to the hospital last night, Xue Li performed the surgery herself.
But the operation that started at 11 o’clock last night has not come out until now.
And Yue Feng also waited for more than ten hours outside. At this time, he was nervous
and angry, and at the same time, he kept praying secretly.
After three years of marriage, we have finally accepted each other, so please don’t have
any trouble.
Just then, the lights in the operating room suddenly went out. Immediately afterwards,
Xue Li walked out with a tired expression.
Yue Feng hurried over and asked anxiously, “How is it?”
Xue Li smiled softly and comforted her softly, “Brother Feng, your wife has passed the
dangerous period. It was a centimeter away from stabbing the heart. But it’s all right
now..”
“Huh..”
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Hearing this, Yue Feng let out a long breath, overjoyed, and grabbed Xue Li’s hand:
“Xue Li, Thank you, thank you so much, really…”

Yue Feng’s hand was tightly grasped, and Xue Li’s beautiful face suddenly flashed a
blush. A strange throbbing rose in my heart.
“No… nothing.”
After struggling lightly, but did not break free, Xue Li lowered her head, not daring to
look into Yue Feng’s eyes, bit her lip and said softly, “It is our duty as doctors to treat
and save people. Seeing
Xue Li blushing, Yue Feng quickly let go of his hand and said with a smile, “Anyway,
thank you.”
After saying that, Yue Feng couldn’t help but looked at Xue Li.
Suddenly, she found that her blushing and shy look was quite attractive and had a
different flavor.
Xue Li was nervous. For some reason, her palms were full of sweat. I was never so
nervous during the surgery.
“I, I’ll go back to the office first.” Xue Li said softly, and left as if escaping.
As soon as his forefoot left, Yue Feng couldn’t wait to walk into the ward.
In the ward, Liu Xuan was lying on the bed with a hanging bottle hanging on her arm,
her face still pale. Her eyes were tightly closed, her eyelashes fluttered gently, which
was pitiful.
Yue Feng looked at her with an indescribable guilt in his heart.
But fortunately, she has no worries about her life now. The heart that Yue Feng was
carrying slowly let go. I took out my phone and saw that there were several missed
calls.
Three were from Sun Dasheng, and the last two were from Ji Yun.
What is Ji Yun doing on the phone, is it because of the Spirit Quenching Pill? It is
estimated that her rank is about to fall, right?
“Husband…”
At this time, a faint voice came.
Yue Feng was overjoyed and looked down to see that Liu Xuan had woken up and was
looking at herself with watery eyes.

Yue Feng walked over quickly and took Liu Xuan’s hand: “Are you stupid? Why did you
block that sword for me?”
Liu Xuan smiled and said softly, “Because you are my husband, yes The person who
wants to be with me for the rest of my life, I don’t want to see anything happen to you…”
Hearing this, Yue Feng’s heart trembled, and his eyes suddenly turned red.
“Husband, don’t cry, you don’t look good when you cry.” Liu Xuan forced a smile: “I’m
sorry, you have been wronged for the past three years.”
Yue Feng smiled lightly and held her in his arms.
“Squeak–“
At this moment, the door of the ward was suddenly pushed open, and then, several
people hurried in, led by Shen Man.
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Behind Shen Man, there are several rich wives.
One of them, wearing a fox fleece coat, a necklace, and several rings on both hands.
Yue Feng was instantly happy.
Haha, just after the Mid-Autumn Festival, I started wearing fox velvet clothes. This dress
looks richer when you wear it, but…isn’t this…isn’t it hot?
At this moment, Shen Man walked over quickly and asked worriedly, “Xuan’er, how are
you?”
Shen Man played mahjong all night last night, and it was not until this morning that she
knew that something had happened to her daughter. Son.
Needless to say, the women who came with her were all card friends.
Liu Xuan shook her head and said weakly: “Mom, I’m fine, don’t worry about it.”
Hearing this, Shen Man sighed in relief, then turned to look at Yue Feng, his eyes
couldn’t hide the anger: “You Trash, what’s the use of you, Xuan’er has always been
kind and followed you out, but when something like this happened, you could still hurt
Xuan’er by standing by. Are you a man? You say, is Xuan’er right? It’s because of you!”
Yue Feng smiled bitterly and said, “I’m sorry, Mom, it’s my fault, I didn’t take good care
of her.”

Anyway, last night was indeed his own negligence.
Shen Man became angry all of a sudden, pointed at his nose and cursed: “Don’t call me
mom! You don’t deserve it. I think you are a broom star, whoever follows you will be
unlucky, I don’t care what the reason is, you don’t need to explain to me, After my
daughter is discharged from the hospital, you should go for a divorce immediately.”
Liu Xuan couldn’t stand it any longer and said anxiously: “Mom, don’t scold him, it’s not
his fault…” As
she spoke, she gave Yue Feng a wink. , let him go out to avoid first.
When he got the hint, Yue Feng stopped talking and said, “I’m going to buy some fruit.”
After saying that, he walked out of the ward quickly.
As soon as her forefoot left, Liu Xuan asked angrily, “Mom, are you going to play
mahjong again? How did you promise me before?”
Liu Xuan had seen the aunts behind her mother. They are all Shen Man’s card friends.
The one who impressed me the most was the one wearing fox velvet, named Chen
Shufen. It is said that her husband is in the seafood business and his family is rich in
capital.
Shen Man sighed: “Daughter, after I promised you yesterday, how can I play cards?
You and my aunties are drinking tea and chatting together.”
As soon as he finished speaking, Chen Shufen sneered behind him: “Shen Man , don’t
make up nonsense to deceive your daughter, what about drinking tea, we’re just playing
mahjong.”
“You!” Shen Man glared at her.
Chen Shufen continued to laugh: “Last night, I played mahjong with your mother all
night. Your mother lost two million and I haven’t given it to me. Otherwise, I wouldn’t
have come to the hospital.”
Shen Man’s face flushed, speechless.
Liu Xuan was so angry that her pale face turned a little red, and she looked at Shen
Man: “Mom, our family has run out of money, why are you playing so big?”
Shen Man lowered his head and said in a low voice: ” Xuan’er, don’t be angry, it’s just
two million, and our family can’t afford it.” I

really can’t afford it!
Liu Xuan angrily backhoeed her chest and said, “Mom, have you forgotten that I have
already given my family’s money to my grandmother in exchange for the shares of the
Liu family. How can I get two million out of it?”
Don’t say two hundred 10,000, not even 20,000 now!
Hearing this, Shen Man was stunned.
Yes, how could I forget about this!
Seeing this scene, Chen Shufen pouted: “Oh, it’s alright, alright, you mother and
daughter don’t act, pretend you have no money, right? I tell you, hurry up and take out
two million, or don’t blame me for turning my face. ” Shen Man couldn’t be in a hurry,
and smiled with him: “Sister Fen, the two million, can I owe
it first? You give me a few days, and I will give it to you when the time comes.”
I bought the shares of the Liu family with all the money in it, and I can think of other
ways to make money.
Chen Shufen shook her head: “Shen Man, it’s easy for you to say, how can you owe the
money for playing mahjong first? You called us out to play mahjong last night. If you
lose, you want to default on the debt? You have to give the money today.
” Mahjong money is generally not owed. After all, you have no money to play mahjong
with others, isn’t that a white wolf with empty gloves?
While speaking, a trace of contempt appeared on Chen Shufen’s face: “If you can’t
afford it, stop playing. By the way, your daughter has no money, and you still have a
son-in-law. Let him give it.”
When she mentioned her son-in-law, several people were present Everyone laughed.
Chen Shufen patted her forehead and muttered, “Look at my memory, I almost forgot,
that Yue Feng is the son-in-law who comes to the house, and he eats soft food
completely, so how can he be rich.”
Hearing this, Liu Xuan was very surprised. Not happy. But didn’t say anything.
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At this time, Liu Xuan was too disappointed with Shen Man.

Last night, I promised myself that I would be fine and I would not play mahjong in the
future.
As a result, as soon as I went out, I mingled with these poker friends.
It’s really embarrassing to be chased to the hospital for debt now.
“Sister Fen, just accommodate me for two days.” At this time, Shen Man laughed and
said in agreement, “You also know that my son-in-law is married to our family, and he
must have no money, so you can take care of us. For the sake of playing mahjong
together often, give me a few days of grace, okay?”
Mentioning the useless son-in-law, Shen Man was furious.
My daughter didn’t say anything because of his injury. Now that she owes two million,
he can’t help at all.
Chen Shufen sneered, without any room for negotiation: “Shen Man, don’t tell me these
are useless, if you don’t pay back the money today, your daughter won’t be
hospitalized, I’ll call my nephew now, you wait. “
After saying this, I took out my mobile phone and made a call.
“Don’t, don’t, don’t!” Shen Man was a little anxious, her nephew was hanging out
outside, and I heard that people were very ruthless. As soon as she heard that she was
going to call her nephew, Shen Man was in a hurry.
But at this time, Chen Shufang called. As long as my nephew comes, I don’t believe that
Shen Man’s mother and daughter will not repay the money.
Soon, the call was connected.
Chen Shufen said loudly: “Nephew, I was bullied, and someone owes me money and
won’t pay it back. You have to help me.” As
soon as the voice fell, an angry voice came from the phone: “What? I owe you money?
Don’t want to stay in Donghai City, I’ll take someone there now. Where is it? The
voice is loud and imposing.
Chen Shufen said quickly, “It’s in the hospital.”
After hanging up the phone, Chen Shufen looked at Shen Man proudly, and sneered,
“My nephew will be here soon, you hurry up and find a way to pay me back, or else you
will look good. Liu Xuan tried her best to sit up from the hospital bed and said

anxiously, “Auntie, it’s only two million. You can give us a few days. We really have no
cash now. You can give us three days. Within three days, I will I must find a way to give
you the money.”
Chen Shufen often played mahjong with Shen Man, and Liu Xuan knew a little about
her.
I know that she has a nephew who works outside. It is said that she does a good job
with hundreds of people!
This kind of person, who does not know how many criminal records he has, can do
anything.
Chen Shufen smiled lightly, shook her head and said, “It’s not that Auntie doesn’t
believe you, but there are rules for playing mahjong, don’t you understand that?
Besides, your mother called us to play mahjong last night. If you don’t have money,
Don’t fight with us in the first place, why did you go earlier?”
In this situation, there is no room for negotiation.
Ugh.
Hearing this, Liu Xuan was speechless and speechless.
At this time, Shen Man was also anxious, blushing: “Sister Fen, there’s no need for this,
I didn’t say anything when you owed me money before, why can’t you give me a few
days?
” Lying on the hospital bed, he was also charged for gambling debts.
Really unlucky. Chen
Shufen sneered and said, “Can you compare with me? I have money at home. If I lose a
game of cards, someone will send the money over after a phone call. What about you?
If you don’t have any money, you will be stunned for a rich wife?”
When he was about to ask, at this moment, he heard hurried footsteps from outside.
“Who? Who owes money and won’t pay it back?”
Before entering the ward, a ferocious voice came over, and a few nurses in the corridor
hid away in fright.
Immediately afterwards, a tall figure walked in, followed by four or five subordinates, all
with fierce expressions on their faces.

The leader was the deputy head of the hall of the East China Sea, Lei Yun, who was
Chen Shufen’s nephew.
For so many years, Leiyun has helped Chen Shufang with many affairs.
Arriving in the ward, Lei Yun looked around with a sullen face, and shouted, “Who owes
my aunt money?”
An aura filled the ward.
Chen Shufen pointed at Shen Man: “It’s her.”
Lei Yun’s eyes flashed, fell on Shen Man, and walked straight over: “Is it because you
owe money? Do you know what I’m doing? Do you still want to be in the East China
Sea? Waiting in the market?”
Shen Man was so frightened, her delicate body trembled faintly, and whispered, “I’m
still…but I don’t have any money now, can I have a grace period for a few days?”
She could see these strong men. His body is full of tattoos and scars. This kind of
person is a desperado!
Liu Xuan was also nervous, she said cautiously, “Yes, can you give us a few days?”
Chen Shufen was very impatient and said, “Leiyun, stop talking nonsense with them, if
you can’t pay the money, just put They are driven out, and they don’t have any money
to live in a ward.”
Hearing this, Lei Yun waved his hand, and immediately, a few people behind him
walked towards Liu Xuan.
Shen Man was in a hurry, and was about to go over to stop him: “You can’t do this.”
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daughter’s injury is not yet healed. If she touches the wound, the injury will definitely
worsen.
However, a few people ignored her at all, and went directly to the hospital bed.
“What are you doing?”
At this critical moment, a deep voice sounded outside the door.
Immediately after, a person walked in.

Yue Feng.
Seeing him come in, Shen Man immediately stood up and said, “This is my son-in-law,
he pays the money for me! You can ask him for money. If he has no money for you, you
can break his legs.. “
At this time, Leiyun turned his back to Yue Feng, and he didn’t know who was coming.
At that time, he frowned and looked back at once.
What the hell! Seeing this, he was stunned!
Hall Master?
Why is he here?
At the same time, several of his subordinates were also stunned, staring at Yue Feng
blankly, unable to calm down for a while!
The woman on the hospital bed is the wife of the hall master? This.. this won’t be right?
!
At this time, these people also reacted and said: “Subordinate, subordinate, see…”
Yue Feng waved his hand, interrupted them, and asked Leiyun: “What’s the matter?
What are you doing? Here ?”
This…
Lei Yun hesitated for a while, then glanced at Chen Shufen subconsciously, a layer of
cold sweat broke out on his forehead, and quickly shook his head: “It’s okay, Hall
Master, I’m just passing by, it’s okay.”
Lei Yun is not a fool . At this time, I don’t dare to say that I have come to ask for the
account by borrowing a few courage from him!
Yue Feng frowned, looked at Liu Xuan, and said softly, “Wife, what’s the situation?”
It was impossible for his subordinates to come here for no reason.
Liu Xuan bit her lip, lowered her head and said embarrassedly, “Husband, he…they are
here to collect debts.” As
she spoke, Liu Xuan explained the matter again.
debt collection?

Yue Feng was stunned and glanced at Leiyun.
It’s over..
At this moment, Leiyun was stunned. Nima, is it going to be the head of the hall
master’s wife? ! Isn’t this looking for death? !
Yue Feng also sighed, his mother-in-law is really good enough. There is no money at
home, so I go out to play mahjong. And playing such a big game, you lost two million in
one night, what family?
With emotion in his heart, Yue Feng still looked at Leiyun helplessly, and said, “It’s
alright, in that case, give me your bank account, and I’ll pay you back the two million.
” It’s a lot.
Shen Man sometimes goes too far, but after all, she is his mother-in-law.
Paying off the gambling debts for her is also right.
“Yes, yes, he pays the money for me!” Shen Man grabbed the life-saving straw, pointed
at Yue Feng and said, “He is my son-in-law, you ask him for money, don’t bother me…”
“Card number.” Yue Feng said to Leiyun.
Pfft!
At this moment, Leiyun didn’t even think about it, he just knelt on the ground! At this
time, his face was full of fear, and he said stutteringly: “Master, how can I ask for your
money. This money doesn’t need to be paid back, no need to pay it back…”
Just kidding, the position of his deputy hall master was given by Yue Feng.
Without him, I wouldn’t be who I am now. This money, even if he lends him ten courage,
he doesn’t dare to ask for it!
What? !
At this time, the entire ward was silent!
Chen Shufen and several people were stunned! They stared at each one blankly,
unable to say a word!
What’s the situation? Lei Yun is in charge of this door-to-door son-in-law, the hall
master? And so afraid of him?

Liu Xuan, who was on the hospital bed, looked at Yue Feng tightly at this moment,
excited and surprised!
This… this man, how many things are there that he doesn’t know?
He..he..he seems to be omnipotent..
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“Come on, I have to give the money my mother-in-law lost.” Yue Feng shook his head
and said.
Yue Feng has always been a very principled person.
Although Leiyun is his subordinate, he has to pay back the money he owes. It’s two
different things.
“Teacher, don’t make it hard for me, I can’t accept it.” Leiyun said again and again,
almost wanting to cry without tears.
“Why don’t you accept it!” Chen Shufen gave up and took a step forward: “I won the two
million, nephew, did you admit the wrong person? This Yue Feng is a son-in-law who
came to the door, why are you afraid of him? “
Auntie, stop talking, I beg you to stop talking!” Lei Yun beat his chest and paused,
almost going crazy, knelt there and kept kowtow: “Brother Feng, my aunt doesn’t know
the rules… I’m sorry, I’m sorry. .”
As he spoke, he kowtowed, and his head was bleeding.
“Okay, okay, get up.” Yue Feng waved his hand helplessly. Seeing this scene, Chen
Shufen
didn’t dare to say anything else, and smiled embarrassingly: “Shen Man, look at this…. I
still have something to do. I’ll go first.”
left.
Shen Man’s face was full of disbelief, and he looked at Yue Feng, this trash, when did
he know these people in the society? Could it be that he met a certain big brother when
he was stealing something? Otherwise, why is Leiyun so afraid of him?
At this time, Yue Feng walked to the hospital bed and said softly to Liu Xuan, “Okay, it’s
all right.”

Then he kissed her on the forehead, turned around and shouted to Lei Yun, “Come with
me. “Then walked out of the ward.
Leiyun did not dare to neglect, and with a few of his subordinates, he hurriedly followed
him out.
Arriving in the corridor outside, Yue Feng said seriously, “Leiyun, there is something I
need you to do. Help me investigate the Duan family.” The
Duan family?
Leiyun was stunned for a moment, and then he thought of something, and was very
surprised: “The hall master said, is the Duan family in Yunzhou? This family is very
strong in Yunzhou.”
Yue Feng sneered, his eyes filled with air With murderous intent: “No matter how strong
he is, I want them to disappear completely.”
Dare to hurt my wife. This revenge must be avenged!
Feeling the murderous aura that filled Yue Feng’s body, Leiyun trembled inexplicably,
and quickly said, “My subordinates understand.”
Yue Feng nodded: “By the way, I will call all my brothers tonight and go. Gather at the
East China Sea International Hotel, when the time comes, let’s discuss how to destroy
the Duan family.”
….
Eight o’clock in the evening, at the East China Sea International Hotel.
This hotel is located on the coast of Donghai City, with a beautiful environment. It is one
of the best hotels in Donghai City, second only to the Pearl of the Orient.
At this time, the entire second floor of the hotel was covered by Yue Feng.
The hall on the second floor of thousands of square meters was full of people, nearly
200 people. These people were all subordinates of the Hall of Longevity.
At the largest dining table, Yue Feng was sitting on the main seat, and Lei Yun, the
deputy head of the hall, was sitting beside him. The table is full of wine.
“Leiyun, how’s the situation of the Duan family?” At this moment, Yue Feng asked.
“Teacher, it has been investigated clearly. The head of the Duan family is called Duan
Tianya, and he has an only son called Duan Yu. In addition, Duan Tianya has four

adopted sons, named after Feng Yu Lei and Lightning, namely Duan Feng, Duan Yu,
and Duan Lei. And Duandian…”
Pfft…
Segment power… outage?
Hearing this, Yue Feng just took a sip of tea and almost didn’t spit it out.
Haha, that name is too funny.
Leiyun couldn’t help laughing, and immediately resumed his seriousness: “Palace
Master, these four people are not simple. They are Duan Tianya’s most capable
generals. It is said that the strength of these four people is all five-dan generals.
” General?
Yue Feng frowned. Fifth rank generals, it’s not easy to solve.
At this time, Lei Yun continued: “In addition to these four adopted sons, the Duan family
has many thugs, more than 200 people.”
Yue Feng nodded: “I want this Duan family to completely disappear from the world, you
Is there any way?”
Lei Yun scratched his head and responded seriously: “I analyzed it just now, all the
brothers we can call are here, there are a total of 198 people, and the number is
compared with the Duan family. If we fight head-on, we don’t have much chance of
winning, even if we win, it’s probably a tragic victory, so it’s not worth it.” After a
pause, Leiyun continued: “But my subordinate just thought of a plan.
Yue Feng asked, “What’s the plan?” Lei
Yun smiled and said slowly: “My subordinates specially checked, Duan Tianya’s four
adopted sons, Duan Feng and Duan Lei like to drink, and that Duan Dian is very good.
If you like to gamble, your subordinates have already arranged it, do whatever you
want, and defeat them one by one!”
Speaking of which, Lei Yun said confidently: “As long as these four people are
restrained, the rest of the Duan family will be no threat.”
“Okay, okay, okay!” Yue Feng nodded again and again and patted Lei Yun’s shoulder:
“I’ll leave this matter to you. By the way, Duan Tianya’s four adopted sons must be
captured alive. As for Duan Tianya The rest of the family, don’t leave a single one.”

These four guys are all rank five generals.
These are all talents, it’s a pity to kill them.
Better to use it for yourself.
Leiyun was very excited and nodded again and again: “Don’t worry, Hall Master, my
subordinates promise to complete the task.”
Yue Feng nodded, picked up a glass of wine, and said with a big smile, “Okay, okay, I
toast this glass of wine to my brothers. Help the brothers to win!”
“Your subordinates will live up to expectations!”
All the brothers stood up, raised their glasses and drank it all in one go! Shocking!
Three rounds of wine, five flavors of food.
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